The magnetic hedgehog lattice (HL), which was recently discovered in the B20-type chiral magnet MnSi 1−x Ge x , is a topological spin texture with a periodic array of magnetic monopoles and antimonopoles. Within the continuum approximation, the monopoles and anti-monopoles are predicted to move, collide, and pair annihilate in an applied magnetic field, but it remains unclear how the lattice discretization affects their motions. Here, we study the trajectories of monopoles and antimonopoles in a lattice system by simulated annealing with field sweep. We show that the monopoles and anti-monopoles move and repel before pair annihilations. We also clarify that their motions are closely related with the field dependence of the scalar spin chirality.
Introduction
Recently, three-dimensional topological spin textures were discovered in the B20-type compounds MnSi 1−x Ge x [1] [2] [3] , which are called the magnetic hedgehog lattices (HLs). One example found in MnGe is the 3Q-HL, which is characterized by cubic three ordering vectors [1, 2] [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The 3Q-HL has a periodic array of topological defects called hyperbolic hedgehogs and anti-hedgehogs [ Fig. 1(b) ], which generate effective magnetic fields regarded as monopoles and anti-monopoles, respectively [4] [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The monopoles and anti-monopoles are connected with each other by skyrmion strings, whose lengths are closely related to the topological Hall effect (THE) [1, 5] .
The monopoles and anti-monopoles are moved by an applied magnetic field, associated with the modulation of the spin texture. Their motions were theoretically studied by the continuum approx- imation, and the shift, collision, and pair annihilation were predicted while increasing the field [6] . In MnGe, however, the 3Q-HL has a very short period of ∼ 3 nm, which is far from the continuum limit. Hence, for understanding of the intriguing properties in real compounds, it is worth elucidating how the lattice discretization affects the motions of monopoles and anti-monopoles by tracing their positions in the lattice systems.
In this report, we study the trajectories of monopoles and anti-monopoles for the effective spin lattice model that reproduces short-period HLs [7] . By simulated annealing with field sweep, we clarify how the monopoles and anti-monopoles in a 3Q-HL move while increasing the field. We also discuss how their motions affect the uniform scalar spin chirality, which is directly related to the THE.
Model and method

Model
In the present study, we consider an effective spin model including contributions from both the spin-orbit and spin-charge couplings, following the previous study [7] . The Hamiltonian is given by
The first and second terms represent the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction [8] [9] [10] and the biquadratic interaction with a positive coupling constant K > 0 [11] [12] [13] , respectively, both of which are derived from the perturbation expansion with respect to the spin-charge coupling. Meanwhile, the third term describes the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type interaction [14] [15] [16] , arising from the spin-orbit coupling. The sum of η is taken for a set of the wave vectors Q η , and S q = 1 √ N l S(r l )e iq·r l , where S(r l ) represents the spin at site l, r l is the position vector of the site l, and N is the number of spins. The last term in Eq. (1) describes the Zeeman coupling to an external magnetic field h.
In the following calculations, corresponding to the 3Q-HL, we assume a set of the cubic wave vectors as Q 1 = (Q, 0, 0), Q 2 = (0, Q, 0), and Q 3 = (0, 0, Q) with Q = π/12 [ Fig. 1(a) ], and D η Q η . We apply the magnetic field along the [001] direction: h Q 3 . We consider a simple cubic lattice with N = 24 3 under periodic boundary conditions and treat the spins as classical vectors with the length |S(r l )| = 1 for simplicity. We set the energy scale as J = 1 and take K = 0.7 and D = 0.3 so as to stabilize the 3Q-HL at zero field [7] .
Simulated annealing and field sweep
To obtain the spin texture realized for the model in Eq. (1), we adopt simulated annealing with a magnetic field sweep. We first perform the simulated annealing at zero field by gradually reducing the temperature from T = 1 to T 10 −5 with scheduling T n = 10 −0.1n , where T n is the temperature in the nth step. During the annealing, we spend a total of 10 5 -10 6 Monte Carlo (MC) sweeps by using the standard Metropolis algorithm. After obtaining the stable spin state at zero field, we sweep the field strength h = |h| from h = 0 to 1 successively by ∆h = 0.01. At every shift by ∆h, we raise the temperature to T 10 −3 for the spin configuration obtained in the previous annealing, and perform the simulated annealing down to T 10 −5 with the same scheduling. Note that in this method we may follow a metastable state beyond the first-order phase transitions. Indeed, as shown in Sec. 3.2, the phase boundary is different from that in the stable ground state obtained in Ref. [7] . Nevertheless, we adopt the field sweep to trace the motions of monopoles and anti-monopoles beyond the phase transitions for capturing their pair annihilation process.
Detection of monopoles and anti-monopoles
In order to detect the positions of monopoles and anti-monopoles for the spin configurations obtained by the simulated annealing, we calculate the local scalar spin chirality and the monopole
Schematic pictures of (a) the local scalar spin chirality χ γ sc (r l ) in Eq. (2) and (b) the solid angle
. The gray spheres represent the lattice sites on the cubic lattice, and the blue arrows are the spins at each site. The red and green triangles represent the local scalar spin chirality and the solid angle, respectively. In (b), the gray arrows denote the order of the outer products in Eq. (4) and the green ball represents the center of the unit cube.
charge. We define the local scalar spin chirality at a lattice site r l in a vector form of χ sc (r l ) = (χ x sc (r l ), χ y sc (r l ), χ z sc (r l )); the γ = x, y, z component is defined by using the spin at r l and four neighboring spins in the plane perpendicular to the γ direction, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , whose explicit form is given by
where δ α = ±1, S(r l ) represents the spin at site l,x α is the unit translation vector in the α = x, y, z direction, and αβγ is the Levi-Civita symbol. We also define the monopole charge in each unit cube by using the solid angles of eight spins at the vertices. We compute the solid angle on a square surface of the unit cube perpendicular to the α direction by the sum of the solid angles of three spins on two triangles [ Fig. 2(b)] ,
where r c denotes the center of the unit cube; Ω α i is defined by [17 ]
where S 1 , S 2 , amd S 3 are the three spins on the triangle. Note that the order of the outer product is taken in the order denoted by the gray arrows in Fig. 2(b) , and the sign of Ω α i is taken to be the same as that of 2π] . By using the solid angles, we calculate the monopole charge Q m as
which takes the value of +1 (-1) when a monopole (anti-monopole) exists in the unit cube.
Other physical quantities
In addition, we calculate the magnetization per site along the [001] direction, m = 1 N l S z (r l ), where S z (r l ) is the z component of S(r l ), and the uniform scalar spin chirality per site, χ sc = 1 N l χ z sc (r l ). We also compute the total number of monopoles and anti-monopoles in the magnetic unit cell, N m = r c ∈unit cell |Q m (r c )|. In addition, we calculate the magnetic moment with wave vector q, m q = S (q)/N, where S (q) is the spin structure factor defined by S (q) = 1 N ll S(r l )·S(r l )e iq·(r l −r l ) .
Results
Zero magnetic field
First, we show the results at zero field, which is essentially the same as those obtained in Ref. [7] . Figure 3 (a) displays a MC snapshot on an xy plane after the simulated annealing. The spin configuration is a noncoplanar one similar to Fig. 1(b) , suggesting the existence of a pair of magnetic hedgehog and anti-hedgehog nearby. Figure 3(b) shows the local scalar spin chirality χ sc (r l ) computed by Eq. (2) using the spin texture in Fig. 3(a) . As shown in the figure, |χ z sc | takes large absolute values around two points, which suggest the positions of the hedgehog and anti-hedgehog. Figure 3(c) shows the monopole charge Q m (r c ) calculated by Eq. (5) . Q m takes +1 and −1 at the locations with large |χ z sc |, indicating that the monopole and anti-monopole are present at the cores of the magnetic hedgehog and anti-hedgehog at the interstitial positions adjacent to the xy plane. Note that Q m is useful to identify the positions of monopoles and anti-monopoles more accurately than χ sc . By repeating the analysis to all the xy planes, we find four pairs of monopoles and anti-monopoles in the magnetic unit cell, which form a spiral in the [100], [010], and [001] directions (not shown here). As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the monopole and anti-monopole are the source and sink of χ sc (r l ), respectively; the flow of χ sc (r l ) between the monopole and anti-monopole is called the skyrmion string. 
In a magnetic field
Next, we show the results obtained by sweeping up the magnetic field along the [001] direction. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the magnetization m smoothly increases as increasing h, and shows a kink at h 0.78, where the number of the monopoles and anti-monopoles N m vanishes. The uniform scalar spin chirality in Fig. 4(a) is also reduced rapidly around h 0.78. For both below and above h 0.78, m Q η is nonzero for three Q η , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Therefore, the results indicate that the 3Q-HL turns into a topologically-trivial 3Q state at h 0.78. Note that we follow a metastable state by the field sweep, as mentioned in Sec. 2.2; the true phase diagram is more complicated with several first-order transitions between different 3Q states [7] . Figure 5 shows the trajectories of the monopoles and anti-monopoles in this field sweep. At h = 0, a pair of monopole and anti-monopole is located in the same xy plane. There are four pairs as mentioned above; the pairs (1, 2) , (3, 4) , (5, 6) , and (7, 8) locate at z = 2.5, 8.5, 14.5, and 20.5, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Their positions projected onto the xy plane are shown by the squares in Fig. 5(b) . Note that the pair shown in the Fig. 3 (c) corresponds to (5, 6) . When increasing the magnetic field, the (anti-)monopoles move to the upper (lower) layers, while they move in the xy directions as well, as shown in Fig. 5 . These shifts indicate that the skyrmion strings between the pairs are elongated, leading to the increase of the absolute value of the uniform scalar spin chirality shown in Fig. 4(a) . At h 0.66, the monopoles are repelled by anti-monopoles coming from different layers, as shown in Fig. 5(a) ; for instance, the monopole 4 is repelled by the anti-monopole 5. Thereafter, the monopoles and anti-monopoles return to the initial layers and annihilate with each other at h 0.78. This process rapidly reduces the uniform scalar spin chirality, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . 
Concluding remarks
Our analyses on the metastable 3Q-HL in the field sweep clarified the motions of the topological defects, monopoles and anti-monopoles, on the discrete lattice. Our results also explicitly show that how their trajectories are related with the uniform scalar spin chirality and the skyrmion strings. One of the differences from the predictions by the continuum approximation [6] is that the monopoles and anti-monopoles do not collide with each other but are repelled by other monopoles and antimonopoles before pair annihilations. This suggests the existence of repulsive interactions between the monopoles and anti-monopoles coming from different layers, when the spin textures are optimized on the discrete lattice during the field sweep.
Our findings provide a first step to understand the intriguing phenomena discovered in the shortperiod HLs in MnSi 1−x Ge x , such as the topological Hall effect and the topological thermoelectric effects [5, 18, 19] . Our calculations can be straightforwardly extended to other field directions and for other types of HLs, such as the 4Q-HL [3, 7] . For detailed comparisons with the experiments, however, it is desired to sophisticate the theory by including the realistic lattice structure, the realistic model parameters, and the possibility of the modulation of the ordering vectors in the magnetic field.
